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CPC Named a Top Workplace Again
Survey gauges employee engagement, satisfaction and organizational health
St. Paul, Minn. – June 21, 2022 – For the third consecutive year, CPC (Colder Products
Company) has been named one of Minnesota’s Top Workplaces. This year, the company ranks
among the top 50 large organizations in the state for employee engagement, satisfaction and
organizational health. The Top Workplace program recognizes the state’s most progressive
employers based on the results of employee opinion surveys.
To qualify as a Top Workplace, an employer must have more than 50 employees in Minnesota.
CPC employs more than 800 people in the Twin Cities. The Top Workplaces survey measures
employee engagement on a variety of factors ranging from pay and benefits to belief in an
employer’s values and mission.
CPC President Janel Wittmayer credits CPC’s employees for a top work environment. “CPC’s
team consistently rallies in support of company goals, but also for each other,” she said. “When
we asked our employees to describe our culture, ‘collaborative, energetic and enthusiastic’ were
among the top descriptions. Those attributes tie directly to our people. Our positive, passionate
culture is foundational to our ongoing growth.”
Later this year, CPC will expand its Twin Cities’ operations. A new facility in Arden Hills, Minn.,
will add to the company’s existing Roseville, Minn.-based headquarters and a cleanroom
manufacturing operation in Minneapolis.

The Arden Hills facility will house new production, warehouse and office space for the almost
450 team members scheduled to work there when it opens. Additional cleanroom capacity both
in Roseville and Arden Hills accommodates increasing demands for products manufactured in a
cleanroom environment, particularly from healthcare and biopharma customers.
CPC’s employee base has nearly doubled since 2020. Today the company employs almost
1,000 people worldwide. CPC has operations in the United States, Germany and China, sales
offices in 14 countries, and nearly 200 distributor partners around the globe.
###
About CPC
CPC (Colder Products Company) is the leading provider of quick disconnect couplings, fittings and
connectors for the life sciences, biopharma, industrial and chemical handling markets. Over its 40-year
history CPC has built a portfolio of 10,000-plus connector products. CPC is an operating company within
Dover Corporation. For more information, contact CPC, 2820 Cleveland Ave. N., Roseville, MN 55113.
Phone: 651-645-0091. Toll-free: 800-444-2474. Web: cpcworldwide.com
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